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Air Halo: Breathe Clean Air Wherever You Maybe
Grasp the power of the Air Halo to ensure healthy living for you and your loved ones
Air Halo is a palm perfect air sanitizer powered by a revolutionary Plascide's micro-lightning
technology utilizing plasma to destroy germs and neutralize VOCs with unmatched
performance. A rechargeable battery provides you hours of protection off-grid or on the
move. The Air-Halo is the essential travel companion.
Plascide Technology Eradicate Ineffective Mitigation
Plascide technology was conceived in the aftermath of the 2003, Hong Kong SAR epidemic
outbreak which claimed numerous lives. One of the many recent incidents resulted from the
ever increasing virus mutations that have become even more damaging and unpredictable to
immunize against. For some germs, they have evolved resistance to antibiotic drugs making
them incredibly difficult to eradicate biologically. Plascide was developed with funds from
the Hong Kong government and is a recent breakthrough in technology to mitigate airborne
cross-infection.
Living in Danger Zones is a Fact of Life
According to experts, enclosed spaces where large number of people gather are considered
"Danger Zones" that provide ideal conditions for rapid cross infections and epidemics.
Germs can easily spread from person to person within a “social distance” of 1 metre or less.
Everyday we enter into Danger Zones within an urban city, necessary locations such as train
stations, shopping centres and restaurants. Many of us spends hours in commuting in car,
taxi, coaches, trains and planes; in meetings and gatherings in indoor environments; in
enjoying the company of others in popular locations such as bars, restaurants and shopping
malls. The plain fact is that the majority of locations that we visit, travel, work and play
typically have no air sanitization or at best old and ineffective air cleaning technology. We
all face these health risks as a fact of life, including our love ones. So shouldn't better quality
of air to breathe be your priority too? Wouldn't it be nice if you can have clean and healthy
air wherever you go?
Our Health Is in our Hands
The inspiration of a cordless air sanitizer was motivated by recognition of the need to take
our own health into our hand. Air-Halo encompasses the design principles of “palm-perfect”,
“travel friendly”, “versatile charging”, “filter-less” and “caring is sharing”, as explained by
the Air-Halo Designer, Leo Tong.
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Powered by Proven Plascide Technology
The Plascide inventor, Dr. Herman Tsui, a research scientist in fusion plasma and an adjunct
professor at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, recalled that the 2003
SARS epidemic caught Hong Kong by surprise. The vulnerability of having no effective air
sanitization technologies turned the hustle and bustle Hong Kong into a ghost town overnight.
With funds from the Hong Kong government, the Plascide technology was born after 3 years
of intensive R&D. The revolutionary technology works with intense micro-lightning ionized
gas field that sterilizes pathogenic microbes such as H3N2 influenza, MRSA and neutralizes
toxic chemicals like formaldehyde. This unique sterilizing attribute means that it's not limited
to any specific size or type of pathogens or chemicals and can therefore sanitize known and
mutated pathogens. Over the subsequent years, the technology has been proven in sensitive
and demanding locations including the border-crossing Lok Ma Chau and Lo Wu rail stations
between Hong Kong and ShenZhen (China) as well as the Hong Kong International Airport
Control Tower. It is now compressed within Air Halo with the same performance.
Sanitize What Other Technologies Can't
Kickstarter provides an effective platform to rapidly bring the benefits of Air Halo to the
world in need. Kickstarter campaigns operate under an “all-or-nothing” funding model so if
the Air Halo project doesn’t reach it’s goal at the end of 30 days, it may not go ahead.
Follow their progress on www.air-halo.com and Air-Halo Facebook Page and spread the
word to your social media networks. Show your support and be the first in the world to grasp
the power of Air Halo within your finger tips to ensure the healthy living for you and your
loved ones.
###
If you’d like more information about the Air Halo Project, or to schedule an interview with
Leo Tong or Herman Tsui please email media@a-onetech.com.hk.

